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 An Expansion Formula

Today we're going to talk about expansion, and its relationship to two factors which are critical 
to any of you reading this. These two factors are purpose and living, itself. 

I'm not always sure how people – entrepreneurs, businesspeople – feel about the subject 
of expansion. Occasionally I get someone saying to me: "Well, you know, I'm not that interested in 
expanding, really. I just want to kind of keep my business like it is, or maybe make it just a little bit 
more viable and more profitable." 

So, it seems like sometimes expansion comes across as a bit of a dirty word. I don't know if it's a dirty 
word for anyone reading this article, but it does come up now and again, that an individual might be 
asking themselves, "To expand, or not to expand? That is the question."

First of all, it's a fundamental law in this universe that nothing stays level. You're either going to be 
expanding or contracting; there's nothing level about it. This is a fundamental that Mr. Hubbard 
teaches early in his work on existence and the handling of groups and individuals. But there are other 
factors that go into this. Let's dig into the subject and see what we have here. 

The following is from an article entitled, The Structure of Organization, What is Policy? It's dated the 
thirteenth of March 1965; it was the third article he wrote on that date. This is a section entitled 
Expansion. Mr. Hubbard says: 

1

To EXPAND or not to EXPAND? That is the question.  And if we are going to 
expand, is there a right way to do it?  Is there a surefire formula for it? And 

can we do it without working ourselves to death and having no life? Sure there 
is. Read this week's article: AN EXPANSION FORMULA.
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"All that is needed to expand an organization or its business, given a good basic purpose 
and an area to expand into, is the knowledge of the expansion formula. 

"DIRECT A CHANNEL TOWARD ATTAINMENT, PUT SOMETHING ON IT, REMOVE DISTRAC-
TIONS, BARRIERS, NONCOMPLIANCE AND OPPOSITION.

"The basic formula of Living (not Life) is:

"HAVING AND FOLLOWING A BASIC PURPOSE.

"Thus expansion is an increase in living."

From the article entitled THE STRUCTURE OF ORGANIZATION, WHAT IS POLICY? Dated 13 March 1965.

Go ahead and read that over a few times. Note down all the factors in the expansion formula. I'd say 
it's pretty critical for anyone alive to know the basic formula of Living, wouldn't you? 

Now, let's talk about that last line: "Thus expansion is an increase in living." Well, there's a good 
reason to expand: it's an increase in living. Evidently, not everyone is as alive as everyone else. I think 
you've probably figured that out already. Some people seem intensely alive and some seem not so 
alive. 

Think about that for a minute. In your own mind's eye, take a look at the people who are the most 
alive individuals you have ever met. And I don't just mean people who are animated, because with 
some people you may see a sort of hectic animation. People may be moving a lot, but they're not 
necessarily truly there. But if you take a look at people who have true passion and life in them, what 
might you observe as a common denominator? 

I don't know what answer you came up with, but take a look at this: what they have in common is 
they have a purpose. A basic purpose. That purpose is what gives them their passion. 

Here's a little more from that reference:

"Thus expansion is an increase in living. To increase living and raise tone and heighten ac-
tivity, one need only apply the expansion formula to living." 

Tone is how you're doing emotionally. You see some people who seem enthusiastic, or even 
exhilarated. That's a tone. You see people who are angry; that's a tone. And you see people who are 
apathetic or chronically upset; that's a tone. People sustain a tone, as a general rule. They have an 
acute tone, and they have a chronic tone. If you observe people, you'll see they're not all the same 
tone, and not all the same wavelength. 

So, Mr. Hubbard says, "To increase living and raise tone and heighten activity, one need only 
apply the expansion formula to living."
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Did you ever run across someone who just can't seem to get active? They're not really moving, they 
have no real passion, no real drive. "Got to get out of bed in the morning. Got to get to work. Got to 
drag myself through the day."

Or maybe you know someone who's just kind of low toned, kind of bored about things, or they're 
chronically afraid of things. Maybe they get through life by being kind of sneaky and thrusting knives 
into people's backs. Or maybe they just don't seem that alive; they seem kind of dead.

Well, I'm sure with such people there are many issues going on. But one of those issues, for sure, is 
that they are not on a purpose line. 

As a matter of fact, you'd be surprised how many people I've asked, "What is your basic purpose in 
life?" The most common answer I get to that question is: "I don't know." And yet, Hubbard says this is 
the basic formula of living: having and following a basic purpose. 

In his book entitled Dianetics: The Original Thesis on page 105 Mr. Hubbard says:

"…a child can be considered to have formed his general basic purpose in life somewhere 
around the age of two. … He will have tried to hold his main purpose throughout his life, 
but it will undoubtedly have been warped both by his reactive mind's experience content 
and by his environment."

The reactive mind is basically the accumulation of all the negative and painful experiences and losses 
which you're not really willing to confront, and which influence the way you live, now and into the 
future. If you'd like to know more about it, check out the book.

So, the child's purpose "will undoubtedly have been warped both by his reactive mind's 
experience content and by his environment." I'm sure you can imagine a parent saying: "No, no, 
honey, you're never going to make a good living as a dancer, so make sure you get a law degree as 
well. You can maybe do dance as a hobby." 

Things get warped and basic purposes get lost, to the point where even though the person is trying 
to follow those basic purposes throughout their life, you ask them what their basic purpose is, and 
they can't tell you. And to that degree, they're not living. They're not "having and following a basic 
purpose," they're having and following something else.

Remember this: "Thus, expansion is an increase in living." 

If people aren't expanding in the direction of basic purpose, then they are contracting away from 
basic purpose. And so, they are living less. We have another word for living less, which is dying. To 
some extent, they are dying. You will see this manifest in low tone, lack of activity, and often illness. 
Strange physical conditions will just seem to plague the person continually.
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Ask that person what their basic purpose is. See if you can get them back on their basic purpose line, 
and apply this expansion formula to it. 

Here's the next line of the article:

"Clean away the barriers, noncompliance and distractions from the basic purpose and 
reduce opposition, and the individual or group or organization will seem more alive and 
indeed will be more alive."1 

Let's look at an example. 

Okay, we have a purpose: "We are going to create the finest piano factory that the world has ever 
seen. We're going to market these instruments, we're going to get people to buy these, and they will 
bring aesthetics and pleasure to their families and to their audiences." And so forth. "We've created a 
better, avant-garde piano, and we're going to put it out there! That's my passion, and we're going to 
do it. Let's rally the troops!" 

Oh, but you know what, there are other piano companies out there. And they're not so keen on 
the fact that we've started this company. They've got their own tactics to try and make us not so 
successful. We would call this opposition. So obviously, we have to come up with ideas on how we're 
going to deal with that.

Those other companies are going to put up some barriers. "We won't let you sell in this town." That's a 
barrier. Oh, goody. Here's a barrier. 

People can be a little too backed off on the subject of barriers. Barriers are just part of the game. If 
you had a game without barriers, that would be a pretty boring game. But at the same time, you can't 
have barriers and not figure out a way to deal with them.

Back at our piano company: There is this annoying factor of noncompliance. You know, you tell 
a guy: "Look, I want this marketing campaign, I want you to put this on social media. I'd like to 
get this rolling this way. And that rolling that way." And the guy just doesn't do it. That would be 
noncompliance, and you'd have to get rid of that. That's not going to do you much good. 

And what about distractions? "Well, you know, there's that TV show that I like to watch." I don't know 
if that's really going to help you further that purpose. Or maybe there's an employee who's kind of 
attractive. "Maybe I should play a game with her of some sort." That might be a distraction which 
could end up in quite a barrier, actually. 

Let me give you that formula again:

"The basic formula of Living (not Life) is:

"HAVING AND FOLLOWING A BASIC PURPOSE.
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"Thus expansion is an increase in living. To increase living and raise tone and heighten 
activity, one need only apply the expansion formula to living. Clean away the barriers, 
noncompliance and distractions from the basic purpose and reduce opposition, and the 
individual or group or org will seem more alive and indeed will be more alive."1

And so, fundamental to this formula is to establish basic purpose. If you don't know what your basic 
purpose is, just choose one. Get something going, here. 

"DIRECT A CHANNEL TOWARD ATTAINMENT, PUT SOMETHING ON IT, REMOVE DISTRAC-
TIONS, BARRIERS, NONCOMPLIANCE AND OPPOSITION."1

Direct a channel and put something in it. Put yourself on it. Put your team on it. Put other people on 
it. Get some kind of a game plan going and put that on it. And then remove distractions, barriers, 
noncompliance and opposition.

In the same reference, he goes on to say this:

"All an executive has to do to expand a part or the whole of an org is to divine the basic 
purpose, divine or issue the subpurposes, point out an area to expand into and then re-
move the distractions from, barriers to and noncompliance with the basic purpose and sub-
purposes, and put something on the channels that augments existing impulses and expan-
sion will begin."1

I think it's interesting, Hubbard's choice of words: "to divine the basic purpose…." To divine – it's kind 
of intuitive. Sure, you can survey for the purpose, but you also sometimes kind of have to guess at it. 
Divine it. Divine the basic purpose or subpurposes and issue them and get people on them. 

And he goes on to say:

"It will be successful to the degree that the basic purpose is good, the subpurposes real 
and the policies are taken from real experience and interpreted by persons facing similar 
current problems."1

Yeah, what are the policies that allow us to pursue that basic purpose? We're going to adopt those, 
we're going to issue those. We'll talk more about policy in another article. But that's important. 

He says one last point I want to make here:

"One must remember to channel a basic purpose. A channel has two boundaries, one on 
either side of it. These must exist in an org. They consist of discipline of those who would 
distract or stray or wander or who help the opposition or suppress the basic purpose or 
subpurposes or who cannot seem to learn or comply with policies or orders."1

Be alert for that: you've got a channel. And a channel has two sides. Let's say an employee is not 
learning your policies; he's just not learning. I have some members who say, "I want to put in the 
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Hubbard® Management System. But, you know, I have folks around me that are not so keen on it, and 
they're not really following it."

Well, okay, if you like that kind of a life, you can be that way. But don't expect great expansion, just 
per that formula. People with that attitude just seem somehow to always cut our flows in some way 
where, you know? Like the receptionist who seems to chase off people 

I had a receptionist like that one time. Finally, we dismissed her. I remember seeing her heel as she 
left. That was the last thing I saw as she turned a corner to go into the elevator from the office. I could 
just see her heel. And as her heel disappeared, the phone started ringing and it never stopped after 
that. Interesting. 

So, I hope this is helpful to you. I know this is a bit of a longer article, maybe a little more complex. 
But you can imagine how important it is. It contains the basic formula for living and the expansion 
formula. I hope you use this to heighten your own livingness and activity and success. 

Let me know what you got out of this one. I certainly do appreciate reading your feedback from these 
articles.

 

1 Quotes are from the article entitled THE STRUCTURE OF ORGANIZATION, WHAT IS POLICY?  
Written by L. Ron Hubbard on 13 March 1965.

*The Hubbard College Reference Set can be purchased from the Hubbard College International at www.hubbardcollegepress.org.
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